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About This Game

The game features an endless mode where you jump across trains while fighting enemies. The difficulty increases as you
progress. Earn coins as you play in order to unlock new items such as weapons and abilities to increase your highscore.

- Earn coins by playing

- Unlock new weapons

- Unlock new weapon skins

- Unlock special abilities
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Title: Trainiac
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Max Grindebäck
Publisher:
Max Grindebäck
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Very laggy on my pc which is a not too bad one ... I'm selling it rn cuz it isn't what I expected .... *I didn't play enough
Wakfu\/Dofus to know Ogrest before this movie, so I bought and watched it clueless about its implications on those games*

I bought this movie because I would love to see more music\/films on Steam, not only games. As a way to support this idea, I
added Ogrest to my library.

I didn't have many expectations while watching the trailer and screenshots to be honest, but it turned into a beautiful short movie
that almost made me cry at times. Ogrest is an emotional adventure about love, and the effort and risks you take to protect the
ones you love.

It worths the price and maybe it's another step in order to expand the kind of products Steam can offer.

P.S.: I guess this is a MUST BUY for any Wakfu\/Dofus fan!. it has great potential to become a great game! just needs to
add a change in sens. Missing: An Interactive Thriller is an episodic Full Motion Video. I\u2019ve never played an
FMV before so Missing popped my FMV cherry on that regard and boy was it a great experience.

We start the game with David, a seemingly innocent man, who is kidnapped for reasons undetermined as of yet. He is
thrown into an abandoned building where he must use his wits to solve the obstacles that bar his way. All the while,
taunting words and pictures of his family are littered all around him as he traversed through the corridors of his
prison. Is his family captured as well? Where are they?

Curiously enough, I believe his captor is leaving these breadcrumbs, a trail of clues that actually aids David rather than
hinder him on his quest and we are shown that perhaps this is some kind of twisted test that he must passed in order to
continue and see his family.

While this is happening to David, in the outside world, we delve into the role of Lambert, a detective who might be in
charge of the case involving David\u2019s disappearance. There seems to be a string of cases like David\u2019s and
Lambert is determined to find him.

I wasn\u2019t expecting much so it surprised me that I actually liked it. I beat Episode 1 in an hour or so but game
time will vary, depending on how fast you solve the puzzles (which are fair and I thought some were clever). Most of
the time, puzzles consists of searching for items and inserting them to their correct spot. They\u2019re self-
explanatory.

There are QTEs but all are pretty simple, achievable with just a click of a mouse so all hope is not lost. Perhaps this is
just me but I was getting this Heavy Rain vibe. I won\u2019t spoil that game for anyone but essentially, David\u2019s
kidnapping seems very personal to his captor. That\u2019s just me and we shall see on the next episode.

For the base price of 4.99, it may not be worth it to some because of the game\u2019s short length, so it might be best to
wait for a sale or at least wait for the full package because all the episodes will probably be bundled together. However,
if you\u2019re a fan of FMVs, I highly recommend it.

Anyways, here\u2019s my video of me fooling around in the game. If you also need help with the puzzles (which I doubt
you will) the solutions are in the video description.

Missing: An Interactive Thriller Video . I rode Jumbo 2 to victory and appeased the monkey gods 10\/10. A very stylish,sexy
hack'n slash game with a protagonist that has a penchant for a wearing all kinds of kinky bondage gear,the action is very good so
if you're a fan of cool over the top action game you'll have a great time with this one.
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I was going to recommend this game. Until I realized I was permantently stuck on level 1. And I couldn't equip anything besides
a sword. Even at level 1.

And there was a weird crinckly sound that accompanied the music.

Not really worth it.

Edit: Ok, thanks to a very nice person's comment (thanks Kloodge) I found out how to level up. I can now recommend this
game. It's a fun hack and slash.. IZ GUD....BUT NOT THAT GUD

- Good Visuals
- Battles play out well
- NOT ENOUGH UNIT VARIETY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
- History buffs will love this sh!t
- The early campaign is borderline unplayable (too hard\/uninteresting)
- jarring learning curve

7\/10 gotta love those Vikings. The graphics are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You cant land on a road going 50mph
or you'll bounce off it. There are only 5 or 6 planes. Overall, it looks like someone made this is 5 hours.
. pretty good game. Dont waste your time or money on this mess. this was the first game i bought on steam, and still play the
game regularly, great side scroller and a great little game 100% would recomend to people looking for a cheap and cheerful
game
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